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ChapterChapter 2. Explicit complete subvarieties of dimension d in M2d+i  33 

—— The degree of A on B2 is also a multiple of g — 1. Since A is ample on M2 [40], 
thee image of Bi in M2 is degenerate. 

Iff  we allow more ramification points, then the first argument fails, but the other two 
argumentss still hold. In fact, the following much stronger statement holds true. 

Theoremm 2.4 Let X —  B be family of smooth curves of genus g over a irreducible 
basebase B. Suppose that every fiber is a double cover of a fixed elliptic curve (E, 0), 
ramifiedramified in Ik points. Then X —  B is isotrivial. 

PROOF.. After a base change, we may assume that X —> B is a double cover of the 
constantt family B x E —  B. Let R C X be the ramification divisor of X —  B x E. 
Denotee its image in B x E by T. The curve T is a multisection of B x E —  B. 
Afterr a base change, T is a unions of sections s\,..., S2fc : B —> B x E. 

Too be more precise, let Tgk be the 2fc-fold fiber product of T over B. Remove 
fromm this product all the diagonals (the locus of points where two or more coordinates 
aree the same) and take the closure of the remainder inside Tg\ This is a curve which 
parametrizess distinct 2fc-tuples in the fiber of T —  B. After base changing via this 
curve,, the ramification locus is a union of sections s\,... ,S2fc  B —> B x E. By 
assumptionn the sections s\,..., S2k  B —> B x E are disjoint. We claim: 

thee sections s i , . .. ,S2&, considered as maps B —*  E, differ by a constant, i.e., 
SiSi = Sj + Uj for a fixed Uj € E. 

Too prove the claim, consider the differences Sj - Sj; : B —  E. Since Si and Sj are 
disjoint,, these are maps B —> E\ {0} . Since E \ {0}  is affine, these differences must 
bee constant. 

Noww we can finish the proof of Theorem 2.4. Prom the second claim it follows 
thatt the fibers of X —> B are double covers Xb —> E, of which the branch loci differ 
onlyy by a translation of E, i.e., all branch loci are isomorphic. 

InIn general, given a prescibed branch locus, there are precisely 22g different iso-
morphismm classes of double branched covers of a fixed curve C of genus g. So the 
fiberss of X —*  B fit in at most four different isomorphism classes, and the image of 
BB — Mfc is finite. Hence X —  B is isotrivial. D 


